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Abstract 
 
Jal is the new Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) designed by the student team of IURS. Propelled 
by two lateral and vertical propulsion motors, Jal weighs only about 7 Kgs and measures close to 0.45m 
in length and 0.36m in width & height. Onboard pressure sensor, digital compass, pair of hydrophones, 
custom sonar electronics and two webcams for computer vision application are used for the 
submersible’s autonomous operation. A new modular structural design adopted to solve the problems 
encountered previously, revamped electronics architecture along with a sophisticated power distribution 
system will allow for enhanced performance from the AUV. In addition, a multi-agent software design 
allows for rapid reprogramming in order to tweak the performance of Jal based on data collected in 
trial runs. This paper discusses in detail the architecture, components and software of the AUV.  
 
1. Introduction 
 

 

Having competed for the first time in the 
2005 International AUV competition with an 
extremely short development time of 
approximately 1 month, with a team of 
members spread out all over the world, IURS 
learnt many valuable lessons on distant 
research collaboration, design, fabrication and 
testing. Coupled with the technical experience 
acquired from an AUV that was, at best, 
hastily designed in every form the team is this 
year in a much better position to begin work 
on an AUV that will help us achieve our aim 
of designing an efficient, portable and low-cost 
mission adaptable AUV over the next few 
years. 
 
With the onset of IURS’ new chapter in 
overall development, both organizational and 
technical, the redesigned submersible vehicle 

is also taking on a new persona. Jal (‘a’ is 
pronounced like ‘u’ in cut), our new AUV 
draws its name from the Hindi word for 
water. 
 
For this year’s competition each team will be 
provided 15 minutes to complete all the 
mission tasks, which at first requires the 
vehicle to autonomously pass through a 
validation gate in order to demonstrate its 
autonomy. The AUV must then proceed to 
complete the challenges presented by Stations 
A, B and C of docking, pipeline inspection and 
acoustic target location in order to have its 
run deemed as successful and completed. 
 
Jal has been designed in order to attempt 
these challenges presented by the competition 
with the highest degree of accuracy possible 
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within the scope of the resources available to 
the team.  
 
The team is looking forward to participating in 
the competition this year in order to learn 
and better develop the vehicle for the future.  
 
2. Mechanical Design 
 
Jal is designed to be a modular system from 
the ground up. The ability to add or remove 
components quickly enables easy debugging, 
replacement of faulty parts and also provides 
the ability add new components easily. The 
frame, motor mounts, propellers, motor 
shrouds and the primary hull constitute the 
mechanical components of the AUV. 

 
Fig. 1. CAD Drawing of Jal 

 
The AUV has two vertical thrusters and two 
lateral thrusters, the position of which can be 
seen in Fig. 1. Rule 1200 GPH motors are 
used to power Jal’s thrusters. The primary 
hull is the waterproof compartment that 
houses all the electronics. In order to provide 
good heat dissipation two tubes run through 
the primary hull. When these tubes fill up 
with water they help in radiating the heat 
generated by the electronics inside the 
primary hull. 
 
The frame of the entire AUV measures 0.45m 
in length and 0.36m in width and height and 
weighs close to about 7 Kgs. The relatively 
small size and low weight make it extremely 
portable and highly manoeuvrable.  

A transparent wire-mesh CAD drawing of Jal 
can be seen in Fig. 2 in order to get some 
details on component placement. 

 
Fig. 2. Transparent CAD Drawing of Jal 

 
3. Electrical Systems 
 
Jal is equipped with some highly complex 
electronics like the drive system, computer 
system and sensors. The electronics needed a 
triple voltage configuration in order to have 
separate supply for the drive motors and the 
electronics. Each subsystem has its own 
regulated power supply. The entire sub power 
system has been protected by using fuses for 
any unexpected failure or current draw. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Power Distribution System 

 
A main kill switch controls the power supply 
to the motors. The switch also controls a 
regulated 5V circuit with the OOPic that in 
turn communicates with the system monitor 
agent to put the system in a standby mode or 
in software shutdown mode. 
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Four TP6000-3S3P 6000mAh 11.1V batteries 
power the drive system of Jal.  Connecting all 
of these in series gives us 24Ah of current and 
also helps us to power the x86 CPU on 12V. 
Other electronics are powered with 5V and a 
9V dual power supply for filters. Jal also has 
power monitoring capabilities for continuous 
monitoring of the entire power system. The 
data is acquired by the OOPic and the data is 
send to the M10000 over RS 232 serial 
interface. 
 
4. Processing Units 
 
In order to retain the modular design of the 
system and also isolate each high processing 
requirement electronic system as best 
possible from the other, Jal makes use of 
multiple processing units that are organized in 
a Master-Slave relationship. Each of these 
processing systems was chosen since they are 
best suited to the task that they perform. 
Currently, the AUV utilizes a VIA EPIA Mini-
ITX form factor M10000 x86 system as the 
master controller along with two slave 
microcontrollers, the Atmel AVR ATMega16 
and Savage Innovations OOPic-C. 
 
4.1. VIA EPIA Mini-ITX M10000 
 
The    VIA    EPIA    Mini-ITX   M10000   is   a 
compact x86 processor architecture based 
single board computer system equipped with 
the low power consumption and small 
footprint VIA Nehemiah C3 1GHz processor. 
 
The M10000 in Jal provides 2 onboard IDE 
connectors, a 10/100 Base-T Ethernet port 
and two PS2, one RS-232 and two USB 2.0 
I/O ports, all of which fit into a small form 
factor of 17cm x 17cm along with 256 MB 
DDR266 RAM. In order to expand the 
number of USB and RS-232 ports available a 
four port USB hub along with USB to RS-232 
COM port converters are used. 

Utilizing this platform as the master 
processing unit allows us to rapidly program 
software in a familiar development 
environment and utilize the benefits of easily 
available components for the system. The 
CPU and RAM provide enough processing 
capabilities for all the tasks the M10000 is 
assigned. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
All sensors and other peripheral devices 
interface with this main PC board through the 
slave processing units over the RS-232 
protocol. The only systems to directly 
interface with the M10000 over a USB 
connection are the two webcams used for 
image processing tasks. All data gathered from 
these devices is logged to a 40 GB IDE hard 
drive. 
 
The Ethernet link of 100 Mbps to the vehicle 
is used to control, develop and test the 
vehicle before it is placed into competition 
mode. Data can be collected in real-time over 
this link; it also allows the vehicle to be 
remotely operated like a ROV and for in place 
programming and debugging utilizing tools 
already placed on the AUV. 
 
4.2. Atmel AVR ATMega16 
 
The ATMega16 microcontroller onboard Jal 
uses an 8 MHz crystal and has 16k of in-
system flash memory. The custom designed 
development board provides 32 available I/O 

Fig. 4. Control System Architecture 
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points and an RS-232 port for communication 
with the M10000. 
 
It’s built in real time clock, 16-bit counter and 
low power requirements make it a suitable 
microcontroller for the passive sonar 
subsystem of the AUV. The self-designed 
passive sonar system interfaces to an 
interrupt on the ATMega16.  

 
 

Fig. 5. Custom ATMega16 Development Board 

 
Also, the in-circuit programming capability 
allows for quick reprogramming and 
debugging of the µC over the RS-232 link to 
the M10000. 
 
4.3. Savage Innovations OOPic-C 
 
The OOPic-C is a new 24 pin chip style 
microcontroller by Savage Innovations. The 
µC is equipped with serial RS-232 level Tx/Ax 
pins, 16 I/O points, I2C network, four 10-bit 
A/D converters, high speed timer, two pulse 
width modulated (PWM) signal generators 
and a 64k EEPROM. 
 
The greatest advantage of using the OOPic-C 
is its serial control protocol (SCP) that allows 
for rapid development of communications 
between 1200 Bauds to 38400 Bauds with the 
master M10000, allowing it to be controlled 
or reprogrammed on the fly. 
 
Additionally, SCP allows the OOPic’s 
application program to be stopped; single 
stepped, resumed or branched to while being 
controlled by the master. SCP also provides 

direct access to the RAM, EEMPROM and I2C 
port without the need for developing 
interface software. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Savage Innovations OOPic-C 

 
The OOPic-C board resides on a custom 
fabricated PCB that contains other sensors 
and devices it interfaces with over I2C or 
analogue signals and also an RS-232 port for 
communication with the M10000 host PC. 
 
5. Navigational Sensors 
 
Digital compass sensor, pressure sensor and 
accelerometer make up the navigational 
sensor suite of Jal. Even though the acoustic 
and vision subsystems are navigational devices, 
due to their relative complexity these are 
treated as separate systems and discussed in 
following sections. 
 
5.1. Digital Compass Sensor 

 
A CMPS03 digital compass sensor 
manufactured by Devantech is being used to 
assist the AUV in following a particular 
heading without deviation. This compass 
works on a nominal voltage of 5V and 
provides a resolution of 0.1 degrees with 
accuracy between 3-4 degrees. 

 
Horizontally mounted on a custom sensor 
board PCB inside the primary hull, the 
CMPS03 is interfaced with the OOPic over 
the I2C protocol. Readings provided by the 
CMPS03 over the I2C protocol are in uniform 
robotic control protocol (URCP) values. As 
such, a particular heading is represented not 
in degrees or radians but rather in brads. 
Unlike analogue signals that need to be 
converted to digital and then calibrated with 
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respect to the environment, URCP values are 
pre-calibrated to suit multiple environments. 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Devantech CMPS03 Digital Compass 

 
The high resolution and URCP capabilities of 
CMPS03 make it suitable for integration with 
the OOPic. 
 
5.2. Accelerometer 
 
The Memsic MX2125 dual-axis accelerometer 
is mounted horizontally inside the primary hull 
of the AUV on a self fabricated PCB and 
provides a PWM signal that is corresponding 
to the tilt on a particular axis.   

 
Fig. 8 Memsic MX2125 

 
The PWM signals for both X & Y axis are 
then passed through an R-C filter (Fig. 9) in 
order to convert the PWM into a continuous 
analogue signal that can be read by the OOPic 
into its 10-bit ADC. 
 
The MX2125 is capable of measuring 
acceleration from 0 to ±2g with a resolution 
close to about 1mg. The calibrated output 
provided by the sensor is used to provide roll 
and pitch stability while also sensing any 
object collisions. This accelerometer is also 
equipped with a temperature sensor that is 
used for data logging and systems safety 
purposes. 
 
5.3. Pressure Sensor 
 
The MPX4115DP differential pressure sensor 
manufactured by Motorola is mounted on a 

PCB outside the primary hull that is enclosed 
in a tube filled with oil. This device can take 
measurements between 2.9 PSI to 36 PSI and 
provides a linear analogue voltage output 
proportional to the pressure. This sensor is 
connected to the OOPic-C’s A/D converter 
as well in order to monitor the depth that the 
AUV attains. 
 

 
Fig. 9. MX2125 Accelerometer Schematic 

 
6. Machine Vision 
 
Most existing terrestrial computer vision 
algorithms are insufficient for underwater 
computer vision for many reasons such as 
limited visibility, poor light conditions, 
variability of image quality, visual artifacts 
induced by moving artificial sources, objects 
lacking regular structure and form due to 
refraction, etc.  
 
It was towards countering some of these 
shortcomings that the team designed our HSV 
based image processing system to use digital 
video and provide target guidance for 
underwater vehicles efficiently in real-time. 
 
6.1. The Webcams 
 
Jal is equipped with two webcams that are 
mounted within the primary hull. One of 
these webcams is forward facing while the 
other is bottom facing. This configuration of 
the webcams allows for the software to 
dedicate one webcam towards locating the 
docking station while the other is used to 
track the pipeline and identify the bins that 
the markers need to be placed in. 
The two Logitech webcams provide 30 frames 
per second at a resolution of 320 x 240 along 
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with an automatic brightness balancing system 
that improves the image quality in a low 
illumination environment. These webcams 
interface directly with the x86 based M10000 
over high speed USB ports. 
 
6.2. TOUCH, the object tracking system 
 
IURS has been performing research on and 
improving the computer vision system named 
TOUCH1 on a regular basis. The software 
was developed in order to provide robotic 
vehicles real time image analysis abilities. 
 

 
Fig. 10. Image matrix retrieved by TOUCH. 

 
Unlike the traditional 4-connectivity algorithm 
which is relatively slow for a real-time 
implementation on non-specialized hardware, 
TOUCH is based on a modified 4-connectivity 
algorithm that is based on native digital video 
processing that allows for real-time video 
decoding. The modified 4-connectivity 
algorithm obtains the image as a matrix of 
pixels as shown in Fig. 10; then starting at 
coordinates (0,0) the 4-neighborhood is 
analyzed for connectivity and then it proceeds 
to the next coordinate horizontally, which is 
(0,1) and only analyzes it if it has not already 
been tested for connectivity. By doing so, the 
modified 4-connectivity does not analyze 
every cell for connectivity, but only the ones 
that have not been already checked, thus 
improving the running time of 4-connectivity 
greatly. 
 

                                                 
1 Track Objects Underwater Based On Color Hue. 

 
Fig. 11. Tracking results from TOUCH 

 
Since refraction and turbulence in the water 
can cause changes in wavelength of the light 
being intercepted by the camera, TOUCH 
uses target range for the hue, instead of one 
value itself. This range is such that, if the hue 
is represented by H, then, 

Hmin < H < Hmax 
such that Hmin is the lowest acceptable weight 
for the hue and Hmax is the highest acceptable 
weight for the hue. 
 
However, before applying this hue range 4-
connectivity algorithm TOUCH normalizes 
the video stream in real-time by running a 
histogram on this image frames and 
eliminating the highest occurring values from 
the frame since these mostly constitute of the 
background and not the actual target. This 
method of using the hue range with modified 
4-connectivity is used to identify objects 
underwater and track them effectively at high 
speeds. Figure 11 shows some typical frames 
outputted from TOUCH. These images were 
recorded while a tennis ball was thrown into a 
pool at high speeds and a + marks the ball in 
those images. 
 
TOUCH is currently used in order to locate 
the blinking light beacon of the docking 
station and is also applied towards locating 
the target bins on the pipeline. Additionally, 
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TOUCH is utilized to initially locate the 
pipeline as well and then control is passed to 
the edge detection system to follow it. 
 
The system differentiates between objects by 
utilizing a different target hue range for a 
particular object. In case of the competition, 
the blinking beacon will have a target hue 
range that is very different from that of the 
hatchings on the bins. The target hue range 
values are determined experimentally in order 
to provide the maximum accuracy. 
 
In order to provide easy navigational 
directions to the control software, TOUCH 
also provides relative coordinates. These 
coordinates are converted to a relative brad2 
value by utilizing a lookup table that has been 
constructed using a pixel range to brad 
conversion relationship determined 
experimentally.  
 
6.3. Edge detection system 
 
TOUCH is supplemented with an edge 
detection algorithm as well in order to ensure 
that the AUV identifies its targets with the 
highest degree of accuracy possible. 
 
A simple convolution filter is used to perform 
the edge detection required by the system. 
The following convolution filter was adopted: 

 
In order to apply this 3x3 convolution filter to 
the image, its values are multiplied with the 
values of a data block within the image; 
following this, the resultant values of the 
multiplication are summed up. If this sum if 

                                                 
2 Brads are heading values between 0-255 used by URCP. Section 5.1 
provides short description of URCP. 

the resultant values is S, then the v=(S/d)+B, 
where d is the divisor and B the bias, i.e., 1 
and 0 respectively for our filter. If this value S 
> 255 then we set S = 255 and if S < 0 it is set 
to S = 0. As such, S becomes the new pixel 
value for the central pixel in the data block 
just examined.  
 

 
 

 
This same method is then repeated for the 
other 3x3 data blocks in the image and all 
edges of the image stream are ignored. Figure 
12 shows an example of how this filter is able 
to filter out only the edges of an underwater 
pipeline. 
 
7. Acoustic Subsystem 
 
Sonar navigation is a technique used by 
submersibles to detect various underwater 
bodies. Since sound travels in water with 
much greater ease than light, sonar object 
tracking methodology is a much better suited 
system for AUVs.  
 
Passive sonar systems listen without emitting 
any sound waves. They play a very vital role in 
detection and tracking a sound source 
underwater. The following sections briefly 
describe the various subsystems of Jal’s 
passive sonar navigation system. 
 
Fig. 13 shows a block diagram of Jal’s passive 
sonar system architecture. 
 

Fig. 12. Edge detection 
l  
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Fig. 13. Passive Sonar Architecture 

 
7.1. Hydrophones 
 
The team uses a technique that measures the 
time delay of the wave between the 
hydrophones that are aligned in an Ultra Short 
Baseline System (USBL). The hydrophones are 
mounted linearly on the starboard and port 
side of the AUV. Hydrophones communicate 
with the ATMega16 on an interrupt pin after 
the signal has been filtered through other 
components shown in Fig. 13. The Atmega16 
calculates the bearing and the Interaural Time 
Difference (ITD).  

 
Fig. 14. Aquarian Audio H1 Hydrophones 

 
As the time difference between two 
continuous waves has to be monitored 
continuously, the accuracy of the sonar 
system depends on the output of the 
hydrophones. Jal uses a pair of H1 
hydrophones manufactured by Aquarian 
Audio with an output frequency response of 
10 Hz to 50 KHz and an omni-directional 
polar response. 
 
 
 

7.2. Filtering Preamplifier 
 
Being electronically more confident this year 
the team of Jal decided to work on challenges 
that would make the AUV a true cost 
effective modular submersible. As such, the 
team has self-designed and manufactured all 
the components, besides the hydrophones, of 
the passive sonar system. 
 

 
Fig. 15. PCB Schematic of the Filtering Preamp PCB 

 
The signal received from the hydrophones still 
has some ambient noise and low voltage 
which warrants further processing. The signal 
is fed to the filtering preamp circuit which 
assists in filtering the signal to a lower cut off 
frequency of 20 kHz and upper cut off 
frequency of 30 kHz, and amplifying the 
voltage to a suitable level for filtering. It as 
such rejects common noise and provides a 
wide bandwidth for effective processing of the 
signal.  
 
7.3. Band Pass Filter 
 
The filtered and amplified signal from the 
preamps is passed through an active band pass 
filter made using the LM741 Opamp with 
calculated variable resistors and capacitor 
values enabling us to choose any frequency 
between 20 kHz to 30 kHz with a bandwidth 
which can go as low as 1 kHz to a maximum 
of 10 kHz.  This is especially useful since the 
exact frequency of the competition pinger will 
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not be known up until the start of the 
competition. 
 
The self designed PCB for this filter uses DIP 
switches to select the resistor values for the 
exact range of frequency with 1 kHz 
bandwidth.  
 
7.4. Logic circuit & ATMega16 
 
Target tracking and localization is one of the 
main tasks that any AUV has to accomplish. In 
order to reach the pinger we decided to use a 
custom logic circuit3 in combination with an 
ATMega16 for data analysis. This system also 
comprises of comparators which actually 
compares the amplitude with a threshold 
which is set experimentally.  

 
Fig. 16. Sonar Logic Circuit 

The amplified and filtered signals from the two 
hydrophones are fed into a simple logic circuit 
that provides us with the time difference of 
arrival (TDOA) between the two as a PWM 
signal and also identifies the first arrived wave. 
This information is read by the ATMega16 to 
calculate the pulse width and also to calculate 
the arcsine for the bearing. 
 
7.5. Pinger Tracking Methodology 
 
Referencing to Fig. 17 and assuming that the 
target to be tracked in this case is a sonar 
pinger located at point S and the robot is 
between points H1 and H2, with H1 and H2 
being the two hydrophones that are placed in 
a baseline configuration, then the angle that 
the AUV needs to modify its heading by is the 
angle theta. 
 

                                                 
3 Schematic provided in Fig. 16. 

The angle theta is computed by calculating the 
TDOA of the sound pulses from S at H1 and 
H2. In order to calculate this value, it can 
further be assumed that the time difference 
between each pulse emitted by S is X seconds 
and that the pulse lasts for Y seconds; 
furthermore, let T1 be the time difference 
between the time of arrival of the first pulse 
and the subsequent second pulse on the 
hydrophone H1. Similarly, T2 can also be 
calculated for the hydrophone H2. 

 
Fig. 17. Pinger Position Calculation 

 
If T1 > T2 then the robot turns towards H2 or 
vice-versa. If the distance between S-H1 is a, 
H1-H2 is b and S-H2 is c then these values 
can be computed easily using the formula v = s 
/ t. As such, the angle theta will be the angle at 
which a = c. This angle theta is computed 
jointly by the ATMega16 and the M10000. 
 
The only disadvantage of using two 
hydrophones is the ambiguity in the direction 
of the pinger, i.e. whether it is located 
towards the bow of the vehicle or the stern.  
Jal overcomes this ambiguity by spinning at a 
particular point to take multiple samples of 
the sound generated by the pinger. By 
creating a table of the TDOA during this 
phase and then correspondingly analyzing this 
table provides the actual direction of the 
pinger. 
 
This table of the TDOA also contains the 
AUV’s heading information as recorded from 
the digital compass and is used in order to 
guide the AUV towards the pinger once the 
navigation software makes a decision on 
which direction provides the most direct path 
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to the pinger. The shortest TDOA is the 
chosen direction. 
 
8. Software Design 
 
Software development for the AUV has been 
done in VB .NET, MATLAB, C and Perl 
running on Windows XP Professional. The 
memory resident component of the control 
software places the AUV into development 
mode automatically when an Ethernet 
connection is detected; this makes all the 
development tools for the aforementioned 
languages accessible to the programmers. This 
same connection can also be utilized to 
observe sensor values and reprogram the µCs 
connected to the M10000. 
 
8.1. Control Software 
 
The control software was divided into 
multiple agents in order to simplify the 
development cycle and retain software 
modularity at the lowest levels. At the highest 
level runs the state agent that changes states 
of the system to development, mission or 
standby. In the development state the 
software executes in ROV mode allowing for 
testing, development and debugging. The 
mission state executes the programmed 
mission tasks and the standby state puts Jal 
into a ready state to execute the mission. A 
relationship diagram of all the software agents 
in Jal is provided in Fig. 18. 
 
The AUV navigation agent gathers data from 
all navigational devices and controls the 
motors according to the task it needs to 
perform; while the system safety agent 
monitors the system parameters and power 
levels and in case of a value exceeding 
thresholds it shuts down the system, faulty 
agent or the motor depending on the severity 
of the failure. The computer vision, misc. 
sensors and passive sonar agents collect and 
process navigational data. The motor control 

agent is dedicated to controlling the direction 
of the motors. All the data flowing between 
these agents is also intercepted by the data 
logging agent and recorded along with time 
stamps in order to assist with debugging the 
system and further improve the AUV during 
development. 

 
 

Fig. 18. Software Agents Relationship 

 
The multi-agent approach was chosen in 
order to ensure a true multitasking 
environment and also make the architecture 
modular, thereby not requiring changes to the 
entire system for a change in one particular 
area. This also helped the team to 
concentrate on development of one particular 
system without focusing on systems 
integration. 
 
9. Conclusion 
 
Having worked on the challenges posed by 
the competition requirements and being 
technically more experienced and confident, 
the team is looking forward to competing in 
the competition. IURS is also confident that 
the highly modular design of Jal provides us 
with an excellent platform that can be utilized 
towards developing a portable low-cost 
mission adaptable AUV over the next few 
years. 


